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HyperBrawl is one of the most popular hyper-chase games on the Android Market. It combines elements of bowling and hockey into a fast-paced "one-touch" game. Score by blazing the opponents away with an ultra-high powered assault rifle. Knocking your opponents around the sky or off the ropes without touching them is the only way to win this game! HyperBrawl
Tournament - Celebration Pack 2 features 5 new custom-made blazes, trails, audio sounds, and achievements. NOTICE: If you do not own HyperBrawl Tournament at the time of purchase, you will have to purchase it separately in order to play this content. Please note that HyperBrawl Tournament contains elements that may not be appropriate for children.

HyperBrawl Tournament is free to play, but you can choose to purchase premium items in the game. You can disable the automatic payment by disabling the in-game store on the "Settings" menu. HyperBrawl Tournament - Celebration Pack 2 requires Android 2.2 or later. IMPORTANT: HyperBrawl Tournament - Celebration Pack 2 does not include objectives, which are
separate downloads (and will be updated separately). HyperBrawl Tournament - Celebration Pack 2 features 5 new custom-made blazes, trails, audio sounds, and achievements. HyperBrawl Tournament - Celebration Pack 2 contains 3 different game modes: - Firefight - Endurance - King Of The Ring HyperBrawl Tournament - Celebration Pack 2 features 5 new custom-
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Features Key:
Configure rotation speed of music

Configure channel of music
Customize song playing time

Customize song stop time
Customize songs data

Display year, range, and rank of this song or other songs
Decide the key of music to play
Decide "nativity" of the game
Gamify for install and click it

Interactive interface
Song playing time is configurable

High definition music
Play, pause, stop and other functions

Support android

Sound track distribution
 ??? ** M4A1-Rip ** AL1-Drop ???

 ??? ** M4A2-Rip ** AL2-Drop ???
Data package is sub

About this track
This game is an original sound track "Discouraged Workers", a project by The New Left Game Co. Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Customizable Sound config
Configure song playing time, Configure channel of music. 

License
Kuntuai /> 

For email
If you want to inform developer about your problem, you can send email to: nxclient.king@gmail.com
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